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Cognitive Computing … the 
computer that could be smarter 
than us 
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This is how cognition works.
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Cognitive computing

Cognitive computing (CC) describes technology platforms that broadly speaking, 
are based on the scientific disciplines of Artificial Intelligence and Signal Processing. 
These platforms encompass machine learning, reasoning, natural language 
processing, speech and vision, human-computer interaction, dialog and narrative 
generation and more.
At present, there is no widely agreed upon definition for cognitive computing in either 
academia or industry.
In general, the term cognitive computing has been used to refer to new hardware 
and/or software that mimics the functioning of the human brain and helps to improve 
human decision-making. In this sense, CC is a new type of computing with the goal of 
more accurate models of how the human brain/mind senses, reasons, and responds to 
stimulus. CC applications link data analysis and adaptive page displays (AUI) to adjust 
content for a particular type of audience. As such, CC hardware and applications strive 
to be more affective and more influential by design.

IBM describes the components used to develop, and behaviors resulting from, 
“systems that learn at scale, reason with purpose and interact with humans naturally.” 
According to them, while sharing many attributes with the field of artificial intelligence, it 
differentiates itself via the complex interplay of disparate components, each of which 
comprise their own individual mature disciplines.

Source Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuromorphic_engineering
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So what is cognitive computing all about:
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Cognitive
“Right Brain Computing”

P8 TrueNorth
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Some Historical Timeline on Neuronal Networks
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Deep Learning
“ The general idea of deep learning is to
use neural networks to build multiple
layers of abstraction to solve a complex
semantic problem.”
- Aaron Chavez, IBM WatsonVoice assisted recognition 

Image recognition 

Fraud prevention 

Critical environment investigation 
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Deep Learning Science

o=pkikk



Technology
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Motivation

Power, Speed, Efficiency

7nm
Moore‘s Law

(transistor count vs. time)

Moores Law
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Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable

o Biologically inspired Computer architecture

Compass (Simulator)

o New architecture  in standard silicon technology 

TrueNorth (Hardware)

from IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF 
        INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. 34, NO. 10, OCTOBER 2015

inspired

By magnitudes faster & lower power compared to „Standard“ architecture

o „Develop electronic neuromorphic machine technology that scales to biological levels“

o i.e. 1014 Synapses, 1010  neurons firing at 10Hz in 2 liters, 1KW at real-time
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SyNAPSE Scale Up

(108)

(1014)

(1012)

(109)
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How it works

TrueNorth
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Neuron Function (Architecture)

o Emulation of analog behaviour by +/- 255 INT variable
o 2-dimentional on-chip synaptic weighted network and off-chip 

packet based thru-neuron routing for multi-chip scaling

o Update of Synaptic network every ms (logical / biological clock), 
internal processing ~ 1MHz

o Neuron fires a spike (45 pJ) to the network if in the last update 
cycle a threshold was reached or exceeded

o Stochastic and leak behaviour configurable

Vj(t) = Vj(t-1) +  Ai(t) * ij * [(1 - bj) * sj + sign(sj) * bj * F(|sj|, j)] + Leak

Leak =    * [(1 - cj) * j + sign(j) * cj * F(|j|,j)]
+1

0
-1

(   )

Random number {uint}

Weight {signed int}

Step {0,1}
Weight {0,1}membrane potential

{signed int}

synapse
matrix {0,1}input

spike {0,1}

i=0

255

Membrane potential for neuron j at time t:

Random number {uint}

Leak weight {signed int}
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Step {0,1}
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20 of Most Prominent Features of Biological Spiking 
Neurons after Izhikevich

Complementary neurons

fire fire



TrueNorth Chip & System

TrueNorth architecture:

256 Neurons, 64 K Synapses, 
IBM 45nm SOI

1M Neurons, 256 M 
Synapses, 70mW, 
Samsung 28nm LP

Power 7 Intel 
Itanium*

TrueNorth

Technology 45nm 32nm 28nm

Year 2010 2011 2012

Transistor

Count

1.2  
billion

3.1 billion 5.4 billion

Power 100W< 185W 0.05W

*ISSCC 2012 Trends Report
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o Compass – architectural simulator

o Corelet Language & Library for programming

o Corelet Laboratory for application development

„Programming“ (requires non- von Neumann 
Thinking)

Training

„Deep Learning“ skills required

Synapse University
Boot Camp
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Test Cases

Speaker recognition Composer recognition Collision avoidance system

Edge detection

(how quick did you 
identify this face?)
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FlashSystem

Mellanox

Power + CAPI

FPGA

Nvida

Synapse Chip

FPGA

Quantum Chip

Today Tomorrow

Focus on Data, Analytics, Cognitive, 
and HPC full workflow performance, 
Heterogeneous compute

Add improved Cognitive capabilities, integration of 
new technologies: (e.g. SyNAPSE, Quantum 
computing), seamless enablement of heterogeneous 
compute – on-premises and in the cloud

How to build cognitive IT Infrastructure   



How to go forward?
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Watson

SyNAPSe (D. Modha, Almaden)

TrueNorth

IBM Cognitive Initiatives



Something to play with … or figure out your personality: Lets use Barack Obama

 Obama Inaugural Address 20th January 2009

My fellow citizens:

I stand here today humbled by the task before us, 
grateful for the trust you have bestowed, mindful 
of the sacrifices borne by our ancestors. I thank 
President Bush for his service to our nation, as 
well as the generosity and cooperation he has 
shown throughout this transition. Forty-four 
Americans have now taken the presidential oath. 
The words have been spoken during rising tides 
of prosperity and the still waters of peace. Yet, 
every so often the oath is taken amidst gathering 
clouds and raging storms. At these moments, 
America has …..

http://obamaspeeches.com/

https://watson-pi-
demo.mybluemix.net/



… the outcome Barack's Personality:

You are social and expressive.

You are confident: you are hard to embarrass and are self-confident most 
of the time. You are self-controlled: you have control over your desires, 
which are not particularly intense. And you are outgoing: you make friends 
easily and feel comfortable around other people.

Your choices are driven by a desire for connectedness. You consider both 
independence and helping others to guide a large part of what you do. You 
like to set your own goals to decide how to best achieve them. And you 
think it is important to take care of the people around you.

*Compared to most people who participated in our surveys.**There were 
2,426 words in the input. We need a minimum of 3,500, preferably 6,000 
or more, to compute a reliable estimate.

Data Behind Your Personality

Value Value
Big 5: Values:
Openness 69% Conservation 0%
Conscientiousness 49% Openness to change 100%
Extraversion 86% Hedonism 20%
Agreeableness 92% Self-enhancement 3%
Emotional range 38% Self-transcendence 100%

Needs:
Challenge 73%
Closeness 67%
Curiosity 40%
Excitement 41%
Harmony 82%
Ideal 25%
Liberty 58%
Love 88%
Practicality 85%
Self-expression 17%
Stability 64%
Structure 47%



… so back to the thesis: Can computers could be smarter than us?
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D-71139 Ehningen
Mail: D-71137 Ehningen

Phone: +49-7034-15-4881
Mobile: +49-171-2265256
ingolf.wittmann@de.ibm.com

@ijwatHALhttps://www.facebook.com/ingolf.wittmann.7 de.linkedin.com/pub/ingolf-wittmann/27/189/132/
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Further Reading

SpiNNaker Project
Europe Human Brain Project
Deep Learning
Qualcomm Zeroth NPU

Credits
J. Saalmueller, IBM Lab Böblingen, Germany

http://apt.cs.manchester.ac.uk/projects/SpiNNaker/
https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en_GB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq/2013/10/10/introducing-qualcomm-zeroth-processors-brain-inspired-computing


IBM University Programs

IBM Studentenprogamm in Deutschland & WW
http://www-05.ibm.com/employment/de/studenten/?lnk=fml-ibms-dede

● Praktikas

● Abschlußarbeiten / Theses 

● Master@IBM

● Extreme Blue

mailto:Master@IBM
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